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1/ "NFTs are the future, but 99% of projects are going to
0." 

What?  

Then how can you invest with any sort of long-term focus?
And is there an NFT equivalent of the ETH/BTC barbell
strategy?

2/ The barbell investment strategy is popularly recommended to people new to

crypto, or for those that want to some exposure, but don't want to be trawling on CT

all day, everyday. It looks like this: 

[50% BTC]----------------[50% ETH]

3/ Simply put, you get some exposure, and you can be fairly sure that if you went into

a coma, both of these two assets would probably still be there when you came out in

five years time. But does a similar thing exist in NFTs?

4/ Well, yes, no and yes.  

Yes: With BAYC this week alone having Paris Hilton, Kevin Hart, Gwyneth Paltrow

and Justin Bieber join their ranks, rumours swirling about a Super Bowl halftime

show appearance and a floor of 100 ETH, it looks like we've found half of our barbell.

5/ No: They have a floor of 100 ETH ($270,000 in bear market prices), and the

cheapest buy in to the ecosystem is still 10 ETH with Bored Ape Kennel Club. Which

prices out most new entrants and those that just want a dash of exposure.

6/ Yes: You can buy NFTX's fractionalised Bored Ape token, but for 2 ETH you get

just 1.65% of an Ape. And isn't the point of NFTs that they're Non-fungible? 

The market seems to agree: 

BAYC-NFTX $83,879 24/hr volume Sushiswap 

BAYC NFTs $20,382,300 24/hr volume OpenSea
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7/ CryptoPunks have already been around for four years, and if you'd minted one and

were about to come out of your 5yr coma, I think you'd be pretty pleased with

yourself. But they're also approaching a triple digit ETH floor, with no real cheaper

companion project (soz MeeBits)

8/ But what is it that makes these two projects suitable for our barbell strategy, if we

had unlimited capital, and are there other more accessible, non-fungible options?

9/ Well first of all, it's longevity. The project needs to survive. Which doesn't

necessarily mean that the artist/team needs to keep developing it. If the IP is strong

enough, it can continue without them.

10/ Coming back to our barbell strategy:  

Bitcoin survives despite a disappearing founder, due to strong narrative 

Ethereum survives through delivering its roadmap, EIP-1559/Eth 2.0 

It's a bit lazy but the CryptoPunks = BTC & BAYC = ETH analogy is not totally wide of

the mark

11/ So do we just have to watch the ultrarich get richer, flaunting their purchases on

The Tonight Show, and just angrily cope on the sidelines? 

Not necessarily. We can apply our long-term barbell model to give us an advantage

when trying to find the 1% that won't got to zero.

12/ The NFT market is inefficient as all hell. Reason being is people think, and are

often right, that they can make more money in the short-term by following the

current meta. 

in NFT summer: all 10,000 PFP animal projects 

now: a tentative (or not) connection to the Asian market

13/ So most people don't position themselves for long term NFT investments. Which

also means that long term investing in NFTs is a less crowded trade. It's less PvP.

Which leaves more opportunities for you and me.

14/ Let's look at the recent success of Capsule House. Launched at end of September

by Seerlight & Kaejunni, the Capsules stayed under a 1 ETH floor until a month ago

and are currently sitting at 3.74 ETH floor.
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15/ Capsule House passes the longevity test by both artists being active for nearly ten

years, and have a portfolio of non-NFT and NFT work to back it up. They are doxxed,

or at least have a strong pseudonymous reputation.

16/ A catalyst for the recent rise in floor prices has been the Capsules hatching into

portrait profile pictures. But this wasn't a surprise, not a secret dropped at the last

minute. It was part of their original roadmap. 👇

17/ So here you have a new project by artists whose 1/1 work has sold for 120 ETH,

exciting catalysts on the horizon, still sitting above mint price. Seems like an easy

hold right? Well, only if you've got conviction, otherwise a long term investment can

turn short term quick.

18/ Conviction is more personal than longevity, and of course it doesn't matter at all

if you go into that coma, but most of us have access to our wallets and can fumble the

bag at the smallest sniff of FOMO.

19/ This comes back to short term v long term thinking. Short term bias isn't unique

to NFT collectors, there's actually a law for it, Amara's Law. We overestimate the

impact of our decisions in the short term, and underestimate those in the long term.

20/ What conviction does is focus us on those long term goals, so we don't end up

fumbling the bag in the short term. So how do we build conviction? 

It'll be personal to you, but the advice to check out the website, look at the

artist/team, drop into the Discord is a solid start

21/ Do you vibe with the project? Does it excite you?  

Something that you ideologically, culturally or aesthetically like will be much easier to

hold than something you bought purely with the hope that numba go up.
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22/ Another example of short term thinking is Pak's Lost Poets. The artist has record

breaking art sales, has a pseudonymous identity dating back over ten years, a

significant war-chest to keep building through any market conditions and has

historically rewarded loyal collectors.

23/ Lost Poets was released at the beginning of September and features a 365 day

game, at the end of which Poets can be burned for $ASH, the token of Pak's

ecosystem. At current prices you'd receive 4.4 ETH worth of ASH for a burned Poet.

24/ We're nearly half way to being able to burn Poets, which, with our long term lens,

is no time at all. Despite this, Lost Poets is currently trading under a 1 ETH floor. It's

hard to imagine in more efficient market that that price wouldn't be arbed away.

25/ These are just two examples of what I call an inefficient market, but the space is

littered with them. All you have to do is take your wide angle lens and find them in

projects you have conviction in.

26/ One question to ask while assessing a project as a potential long term investment

is do they transcend they current meta? Is the current price inflated by hype and if so,

what will happen when attention drifts away from the project?

27/ Take something like Parallel, which had a lot of attention in swathes last year, it

has less hype now and so the prices and volume are down significantly since the

highs, but the team is still shipping, the game hasn’t even launched yet (but is in

beta).
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28/ But does the low price alone mean it’s a bad investment? 

Not at all. It passes our longevity test with a team full of talented doxxed artists and

developers with a track history of art creation and game development, and it has

upcoming catalysts: PDIII is dropping 2/26

29/ Investing for the long term means that price can go down in the short term and

not invalidate your thesis. 

Another advantage of long term NFT investment is you have more time family,

friends, passions outside of crypto. The reason we wanted to Make It, in the first

place.

30/ And finally, if a little unsexily, if you hold an NFT for more than a year, you get

more favourably taxed in the US under long-term capital gains.  

This isn't a reason in itself to hold an NFT for a year, but is a nice bonus to

complement a long term investment

31/ This are all well and good, but it’s still relying on being able to be lucky enough

and skilled enough to pick the one project out of 99 that won’t go to 0.  

The thing about the barbell strategy is it’s relatively safe, so how can we make our

long term NFT investments safer?

32/ Well, we could try and take a meta stance, and invest in infrastructure rather

than NFTs themselves. Again this is drifting into fungible territory, but it’s worth a

mention. Options include: $NFTX, $LOOKS and the upcoming Abacus and JPEG’d

projects.

33/ LooksRare $LOOKS good but has been around for less than a month, so doesn't

yet pass our longevity test, and we can't (and maybe wouldn't want to) invest in

OpenSea. NFTX is promising but I don’t think at this point its safer than some NFT

projects.



34/ A wildcard would be $MAGIC, which launched last year. The

project is open source so can be continued if the original team Satoshi'ed. It's a play

on Arbitrum, Treasure NFTs and the Trove marketplace. So, it could reasonably be a

plate on our barbell.

Treasure
Welcome to Treasure DAO. Sitting at the intersection of NFT x DeFi x Gaming as a
bridge across the metaverse.

http://Treasure.lol

35/ But when it comes down to it, there is no one-size fits all approach to NFTs. It's

culture, it's vibe. Yours is different to mine, is different to the next anon's.  

But there are some general rules to help us select projects for our long-term barbell

👇

34/ 

1. Look for projects with longevity, either through development or strong IP 

2. Focus on projects you vibe with, so you can build conviction 

3. Delve into projects that might not be the flavour of the month 

4. Identify where you think the market has been inefficient

35/ 

5. Find people you can trust and can share ideas with. That can be on CT or on

Discords. Listen to their critiques but at the end of the day “let your own discretion be

your tutor”, which is just a fancy way of saying DYOR.

36/ It's hard to talk about NFTs that excite you without also talking your bags,

disclosures: 

I don't own a BAYC, MAYC or BAKC 

I don't own a CryptoPunk 

I owned one Capsule House but fumbled the bag at 0.6 ETH 

I hold 9 Poets 

I hold a lil $Magic  

I own some Parallel & $PDT
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• • •

37/ 

Shout out to the NFT-Mandem at @0x_Ventures, for helping me find and fumble my

bags slightly less.  

Pak's screenshot credits @_gtrking_. 

And if you want to hear me ramble on NFTs (as a broke artist), check out

@AzaleaCommunity’s latest podcast.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/3R5EpDbOlWKbZdo7KV2Sir?

si=67c5e784fb3f4037
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